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II. HARDWARE SYSTEM

Abstract— In this proposed work the robot is built using two dc
motors for the movement which is administered by AT89C51
Microcontroller, the obstacle is detected by ultrasonic sensor, the
controlling of the robot is done by using the resources of MINI
2440 development board. The application of this system can be
implemented at archeological survey, place of natural disaster
and industrial applications. The previous system of Mobile robot
which relies on PC System to coordinate the whole resources, in
order to achieve advanced arithmetic among different module,
and to realize intelligent behavior just as human beings by plan
and decision. In order to overcome the hitch in the previous
system, this work is proficient where it is stable and reliable, with
low-power, tiny-volume and high integration.
Keywords— ARM9, L293D, LCD, MINI 2440, ultrasonic
sensor, Linux,.

I. INTRODUCTION
This paper The PC System of mobile robot is equal to the
brain of Mobile robot, which is the physical basis to reflect
the intelligence of mobile robot. Usually, Mobile robot relies
on PC System to coordinate the whole resources, in order to
achieve advanced arithmetic among different module, and to
realize intelligent behavior just as human beings by plan and
decision. The PC system is another power consumer, so it is
much more significant to design a low-power PC system.
However, at present, the PC system for mobile robot usually
uses common computer but in this
Project the MINI 2440 development board will act like a
PC. Based on the Structure of the original robotic, pneumatic
systems, sensors and motor control circuits, we have designed
the control system based on AT89C51 microcontroller to
achieve the control of the manipulator, to improve the MCU
applications in industrial production. The design of intelligent
robot is based on ARM microprocessor and AT89C51
microcontroller which control Two-wheel drive robot. The
design of the intelligent robot includes system design, the
hardware design and software design. The control of robot is
done by programming in C & the programme is executed in
Fedora environment and controlled using buttons of
MINI2440 development board. The movement of robot is
done by programming in C & ported in AT89C51. Ability of
the computer to think similar to the human brain is called
Artificial intelligence. The PC system is another power
consumer, so it is much more significant to design a
low-power PC system. Intelligent robot is characteristic of
flexible design, accurate control and stable operation.

A. Mini 2400
The MINI2440 Development Board is based on the
Samsung S3C2440 microprocessor. Its PCB is 4- layer
boarded, equipped with professional equal length wiring
which ensures signal integrity.MINI2440 boards are
manufactured in mass production and released with strict
quality control. On startup it directly boots preinstalled Linux
by default. There are no extra setup steps or configuring
procedures to start the system. It is easy for users to get
started. Anyone with very basic knowledge about the C
language can become proficient. Friendly ARM. Mini 2440
with 400 MHz Samsung S3C2440 ARM9 processor. [3]The
board measures 100 x 100 mm, ideal for learning about
ARM9 systems. On board 64M SDRAM and NAND
Flash,2M NOR flash with preinstalled BIOS, 100M Ethernet
RJ-45 port (powered by the DM9000 network chip), The
MINI2440 development board currently supports Linux
2.6.29 and WinCE.NET 5.0.Final Stage
B. S3C2440
SAMSUNG S3C2440 uses 16/32 bit ARM920T RISC
technology for the core. Its main Frequency is 400M Hz. and
transfers it to the SDRAM under control of the DMA; the
other is called code mode, which transmits the image data to
the SDRAM in YCbCr4:2:0 or 4:2:2 format.
C. LV-MaxSonar-EZ1 Sensor
The ultrasonic sensor is used find the obstacle. If any
obstacle in front of the sensor, it detects the obstacle in all the
directions and sends the information to the AT89C51, then
89C51 sends the Distance between obstacle and robot and
displayed on the ARM9 processor board through Zigbee.
The operating voltage is from 2.5V- 5.5V, power the
LV-MaxSonar-EZ1 provides very short to long-range
detection and ranging, in an incredibly small package.
The
LV-MaxSonar-EZ1
detects objects from 0-inches to
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A. Implementation of Controlling of the Robot.
The controlling of robot is done by programming in C & the
program is executed in Fedora environment. Fedora, formerly
Fedora Core, is an RPM-based, general purpose collection of
software, including an operating system based on the Linux
kernel, developed by the community-supported Fedora
Project and sponsored by Red Hat. Fedora’s flexibility makes
it capable of serving as a digital repository for a variety of use
cases. The Fedora Project's mission is to lead the
advancement of free and open source software and content as
a collaborative community.
The movement of robot is done by programming in C & the
program is executed in Keil μ-Vision. In this project it is used
to compile the LCD, DC motor, Zigbee interfacing program
with AT89C51.

D. L293D
L293D is a dual H-Bridge motor driver, So with one IC we
can interface two DC motors which can be controlled in both
clockwise and counter clockwise direction and if you have
motor with fix direction of motion the you can make use of all
the four I/Os to connect up to four DC motors. L293D has
output current of 600mA and peak output current of 1.2A per
channel. In this project two motors are used to control the
movement of robot.

B. Design of Controlling of the Robot.
Figure 3. is the flow chart for Controlling of the Robot,
initially it checks for the parameter parsing, in the command
line the object files of Robot-Control is executed by using vi
editor commands of Linux environment. The controlling of
robot is done by programming in C & the program is executed
in Fedora environment. The design procedure is as follows,
1. Initialize serial port 1 to baud rate 9600.
2. Is any key is pressed, if yes means it will go to next step, if
no means go back and check is any key is pressed.
3. Is key “0” pressed means it transmit data @@!*#F to
robot side through Zigbee, if @@!*#F data is received
then it display received data, after data is received then go
back and check if any key is pressed. If key “0” is not
pressed then go to next step.
4. Step 4: Is key “1” pressed means it transmit data @@!*#B
to robot side through Zigbee, if @@!*#B data is received
then it display received data, after data is received then go
back and check if any key is pressed. If key “1” is not
pressed then go to next step.

Figure 2. H-Bridge Motor driver.
"H‐Bridge" is also known as "Full Bridge". Basically there
are four switching elements in the H‐Bridge as shown in the
above figure. When these switches are turned on in pairs
motor changes its direction accordingly. Like, if we switch on
S1 and S4 then motor rotate in forward direction, as current
flows from power supply through the motor coil goes to
ground via switch S4.
E. Robot
“Robot is defined as mechanical design that is capable of
performing human tasks or behaving in a human like
manner”. The robot contains a programmable device to
control the operation and perform a particular task. Robot
performs a flexible but restricted number of operations. They
are widely used in industrial applications, travelling to remote
place and mining area related applications.
The sensor is fixed to the robot. This device will sence the
happenings in and around the robot and it provides the signals
to the controller with relevant information so that the
controller can decide the task to be performed. The controller
functions as the brain of the robot. It is performed in such a
way that depending on the instruction given by the user it
controls the functioning of the robot. The DC motors are used
to make the movement of the robot in various directions and
they are activated by the sensors.
III. SYSTEM SOFTWARE DESIGN
The software design of the system consists of two modules,
one is controlling of the robot and other one is movement of
robot. The project is implemented by using MINI 2440
development board & Robot. The controlling of robot is done
by programming in C & the programme is executed in Fedora
environment and controlled using buttons of MINI2440
development board. The movement of robot is done by
programming in C & ported in AT89C51.
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5.

Is key “2” pressed means it transmit data @@!*#L to
robot side through Zigbee, if @@!*#L data is received
then it display received data, after data is received then
go back and check if any key is pressed. If key “2” is not
pressed then go to next step.

C. Design of Movement of Robot.
The flow chart in figure 2 briefly explains about the design
of Movement of Robot is done by programming in C and the
program is executed in Keil μ-Vision. The design procedure
is as follows,

Figure 4. Flow chart for Controlling of the Robot
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

After power on wait for 30minutes, then initialize LCD
for two line mode.
Initialize microcontroller into UART mode with 9600
baud rate.
Initially display title of the project on LCD.
Initialize microcontroller into receiver mode.
Initially @@!*# these commands are read, then waiting
for next command that is F. If “F” is received then will
move in forward direction and both motors are rotated in
clockwise direction. If any obstacle is detected in front of
the robot , the robot will stop its movement and measure
the distance and displayed on LCD then enter into the
transmit mode and sends the distance information to
controller side through Zigbee. If the command “F” is not
received then go to next step.
If the command “B” is received, motor 1 and motor 2 are
rotated in anti-clockwise direction for 2seconds and then
stop its movement and again go back and initialize
microcontroller into receiver mode.
III. RESULTS

The above truth table shows the actual distance and shown
distance in cm between obstacle and Robot. The Ultrasonic
sensor is used to detect the obstacle in all the directions.
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ARM-based products were the Acorn Archimedes range
introduced in 1987.
The relative simplicity of ARM processors makes them
suitable for low power applications. As a result, they have
become dominant in the mobile and embedded electronics
market, as relatively low-cost, small microprocessors
and microcontrollers. In 2005, about 98% of the more than
one billion mobile phones sold each year used at least one
ARM processor. As of 2009, ARM processors account for
approximately 90% of all embedded 32-bit RISC
processors and are used extensively in consumer electronics,
including personal digital assistants (PDAs), mobile phones,
digital media and music players, hand-held game consoles,
calculators and computer peripherals such as hard drives and
routers.
The ARM architecture is licensable. There are many
Companies that are current or former ARM licensees ARM
processors are developed by ARM and by ARM licensees.
Prominent ARM processor families developed by ARM
Holdings include the ARM7, ARM9, ARM11 and Cortex.

Table 1: Table of Result Analysis
Actual
distance
in cm

Shown
distance in
cm

Distance
error in cm

Error
percentage
(%)

32

31

1

96.87

42

40

2

95.23

38

37

1

97.36

18

16

2

88.88

20

18

2

90.00

50

49

1

98.00

Actual Distance is the trigger which is done by the user the
same can be calibrated in the program used for movement of
Robot.
Shown Distance is displayed in LCD of the Robot and at
the Controller side.
Distance error is the subtraction of actual distance and
shown distance. To calculate the distance error, use below
formula,
Distance error = Actual distance – Shown distance
Distance error percentage is to calculate the distance
error percentage, use below formula,
Distance error % =
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